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The pre-conference consensus

- CBs should be independent.
- CBs should be transparent and communicative.
- Monetary policy decisions made by committee
- Flexible inflation targeting (with \( \approx 2\% \) target)
- Main policy instrument is overnight interest rate.
- CBs’ balance sheets should be modestly-sized and super-safe.
- CBs should not allocate credit.
Developments in the crisis

- CBs did not always look independent.
- Communication changed dramatically.
- Inflation targeting became irrelevant.
- Zero lower bound $\rightarrow$ use of new instruments
- Balance sheets got larger and riskier.
- Some CBs engaged in credit allocation.
- CBs were drawn more deeply into bank supervision and regulation (“sup and reg”).
Issues for after the exit

1. Is flexible inflation targeting still the best monetary policy?
   - Or is financial stability as or more important?
   - What about a triad?: inflation, employment, and financial stability
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Questions for discussion

1. Is flexible inflation targeting still the best monetary policy?
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